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Get To Know Us

Data Clean Asia specializes in maintenance and the identification, cleaning, and remediation of

contamination. We provide maintenance services for a variety of controlled environments, from data

center to cleanrooms. Data Clean has been serving our clients with Airflow Management to Eliminate

Bypass Airflow, Raise Set Points, Lower PUE and Eliminate Hot Spots .

Our customer list reads like the Who's Who of the corporate world such as NTT Global DC, Global switch,

Princeton DC, and Keppel DC just to name a few. 
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As more facilities and colocations house

multiple computer network servers in data

centres, it’s important to limit access to each

company’s equipment. Providing ample

security as well as not interfering with

ventilation to the equipment is important. Data

Clean’s new high-‐security steel panels are an

ideal solution. Their steel panels with

punched-‐pattern holes provides ultimate

security while allowing critical air to access the

critical servers and the hot air to ow up and

out of the enclosed area. Unlike chain-‐link

fence cages that have openings large enough

for a hand to penetrate that also allows visual

access, the punch-‐pattern panels limit visual

access as well as hands that might try to

sabotage your precious data or applications.

The tight mesh-‐like punch holes also help

contain the cold air in the enclosure while the

larger holes at the top allow the hot air to vent

out to return to the CRAC equipment.

Co-Location and Security 
Caging Solutions

Benefits and features of Data

Clean’s new high-security cages:

Enhanced security to prevent access

between companies equipment in mixed-

customer environments 

Limits visual access to valuable intellectual

property and server design 

Provides air containment and controls

airflow for raised floor cooling

environments 

Underfloor fencing prevents crawling under

but allows unrestricted airflow

Eliminates sabotage attempts to high-

security servers and systems 

Deters or eliminates possibly damaging high

frequency noise or unwanted electrical

signals by creating Faraday cage. Proper

grounding required. 

Flexible configuration an designed to fit any

application or environment and easily

reconfigured if needs change. All this at

modular prices.
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Private Caging Door

Private Caging Main Body

The customizable cage will be designed to suit your

security needs and deployment configuration within

the secure confines from the ceiling slab to

underneath the raise floor. Our team will collaborate

closely with you to ensure that your specifications are

met.

Sliding Doors Access

Self closing doors require no external power source.

Counter balanced weight and pulley system closes

and locks upon release.

The customizable cage will be designed to suit your

security needs and deployment configuration within

the secure confines from the ceiling slab to

underneath the raise floor. Our team will collaborate

closely with you to ensure that your specifications are

met.
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Private Caging Perforated/Bar design

The customizable cage will be designed to suit your

security needs and deployment configuration within

the secure confines from the ceiling slab to

underneath the raise floor. Our team will collaborate

closely with you to ensure that your specifications are

met.

Available Patterns
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+ Singapore + Malaysia + Indonesia + Thailand + Hong Kong + China + Philippines

10 Kaki Bukit Road ,#01-01 KB Industrial Building, Singapore 416175

Find Your Hot Aisle ContainmentFind Your Hot Aisle Containment

Solution With Us NowSolution With Us Now


